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A Remark on an Algorithm for Best Lp Approximation 
Communicated by Oved Shisha 
In [l] Karlovitz discusses an algorithm for computing best approximation 
in the Lp norm whenp is an even integer 34. This algorithm is also applicable 
under the weaker hypothesis, p > 2. In fact, it is a special case of the fol- 
lowing descent algorithm for unconstrained optimization. 
Let G be a real-valued function on R” which satisfies the following condi- 
tions: 
(a) infzER” G(x) > -co, 
(b) limz+m G(x) = co, 
(c) G E C?(P) and the Hessian matrix H(x) = (PG(x)/ax; 8xJ has 
the property that whenever y*H(x) y = 0 for x, y E R”, then y = 0. Equiva- 
lently, given any R > 0, there is a h > 0 such that 
I YW4 Y I 2 hYTY, YER”, x=x < R2. (1) 
Clearly, any function satisfying (a), (b), and (c) takes on its minimum in 
R* at unique point z 
G(z) = min G(x). 
*CR” 
Let x,, E Rn, and let fi be a nonzero real number. We dehne two sequences 
xk and ys in Rn as follows. Given xk , define yk: as the solution of the equation 
pVG(x,) = H(xJ yk, k = 0, 1, 2 ,... . (2) 
Then set &+r = & + &yk, where A, is given by 
Gtxlc + )(kYk) = -myF<m G(Xk + xyk). (3) 
THEOREM. Let G: Rn - R1 satisfy (a), (b), and (c). Then the sequences 
dejined above converge; xk converges f0 z and yk converges to zero. 
Proof. Since 
Gtx,c+d < GtXk + AY& XERl, (4) 
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we have G(x~+~) < G(x,) < ... < G(x,). Thus, condition (b) implies that there 
exists an R > 0 such that xJxk < R. Define M = rnax,rZGRZ (VG(x))= VG(x); 
then from Eq. (2), inequality (1) and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we 
have 
Thus, both xk and yk have convergent subsequences. We suppose that they 
converge to X and 7, respectively. In view of (2) and (4), it follows that 
/3VG(Z) = H(Z) jj and jjTVG(X) = 0. Hence, we obtain jjTH(Z) J = 0, and 
so, by property (c), J = 0. This implies VG(X) = 0. Thus X = z. 
APPLICATION. Best approximation in Lp for p 3 2. 
The function to be minimized is 
If we use the notation in [l], 
then, for p > 2, 
II g /l&7 = s g2W w(t) 4 T  
Let~=~--,g~=~=~(~~)~~~, and bc = gk + c;c, (yk), ‘$6 . Then (2) 
is equivalent to the statement that hk is the best L2 approximation to f with 
respect to the weight wk = 1 f - g, 1 p-2, while (4) is equivalent to choosing 
Xk so as to minimize Ilf - gk - X(hk - gk)/lLP . 
This is the algorithm described in [l]. 
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